
Video: World Economic Forum Says 2024 Election Will be Run by Artificial
Intelligence

Description

High-level World Economic Forum advisor Yuval Noah Harari, a key henchman to WEF leader
Klaus Schwab, says that the 2024 election could be run entirely by artificial intelligence and
that in the near future, AI technologies will be writing new religions for humans to follow,
presumably religions that benefit groups like the World Economic Forum and their global
government allies. Harari also indicated that cult-like online theories like “Q Anon” could
already be controlled by government-backed AI in a twisted test run for promoting new,
computer-designed religions.

Harari, a top World Economic Forum member and a lecturer at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, 
said in a recent address that artificial intelligence will be meddling in the 2024 US Presidential race,
producing new “political manifestos,” “fake news stories,” and even “holy scriptures” – though,
according to Harari’s plot line, the “holy scriptures” will be more like handbooks for political cults.

Harari compared the AI-guided political cults to the Q Anon conspiracy group while indicating that Q
Anon itself is controlled by AI or, at the very least, by the US government and its subcontractors.

“Think for example about the next US Presidential race, in 2024, and try to imagine the impact of the
new AI tools that can mass-produce political manifestos, fake news stories, and even holy scriptures
for new cults,” Harari said.

“In recent years, the politically influential Q Anon cult has formed around anonymous online texts,
known as ‘Q drops.’ Now, followers of this cult, which are millions now in the US and the rest of the
world, collected, revered, and interpreted these Q drops as some kind of new scripture, as a sacred
text,” Harari said.

“Now, to the best of our knowledge, all previous Q drops were composed by human beings and bots
only helped to disseminate these texts online.”

“But,” Harari went on, “in [the] future, we might see the first cults and religions in history whose revered
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texts were written by a non-human intelligence.”

Watch the video below:

Q was an operation run by the US Govt & its subcontractors.

Q manipulated its followers in part by incorporating a heavy dose of superficial messianic
religion.

Remember, We were always just on the verge of being saved by thousands of sealed
indictments that would drop, or by… pic.twitter.com/RookDMOKuk

— Stew Peters (@realstewpeters) May 15, 2023
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